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conscious
festival

In the heart of a conscious festival lies the pursuit of a deeper connection. It’s an odyssey that
takes one through the realms of self-discovery and collective harmony. Unlike conventional

festivals, where the focus might be on entertainment or cultural display, conscious festivals are
designed with the intention of personal and communal growth.

The Spirit of the Wild 

International



W E L C O M E

Namaste, 
We are delighted to extend a warm invitation to you to join us at

the Conscious Festival, a gathering dedicated to those who are

mindful of our people and our planet. This festival is a

celebration of leadership and creativity in the realms of Artistry,

Music, Wellness, Creativity, Media, Writing, Entrepreneurship,

and Social Engagement. 

As we embark on this mission to unite leaders not merely to

celebrate but to forge connections and collaborate across various

sectors, we are excited to announce that this will be our first

international festival.. We are bringing together teams from all

corners of the globe to create an experience that transcends

borders and nurtures the spirit of togetherness and community.

With Conscious love,
Shine Gopal ,  Founder ,  Spirit  of  the Wild
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Highlights
F E S T I V A L

aarambham

Arrival at IMark  Valley, Attapadi.  
Kerala
Registration & Event Start at 4:00 PM 
Inaugural Ceremony 
Salutation to our Ancestors 
Drum Circle & Chanting 
Live in Concert, 
Dinner 

Morning Yoga & Meditation
Forest Bathing  
Mindfulness & Breath work 
Workshop on Manifestation 
Workshop on Emotional Balance 
Talk Show 
Musical evening 

DAYO2  into the body - Svasthya

Morning Yoga & Meditation 
Sound Healing Session 
Masterclass on Holistic Living 
Masterclass on Plant Medicine 
Masterclass on Ayurveda 
Evening Sacred Ceremony - Chanting 
Music & Ecstatic Dance 

DAY 1

 into the mind - Shanti

Morning Yoga & Meditation
Energy Healing Workshop
Workshop on Sacred Geometry 
Artistic Expression - mimes, drams, 
Masterclass on Art Therapy 
Art Show / Body Art / 
Musical evening 

Daily workshops
Daily Yoga & Meditation
Conscious Activities
Group Art Projects
Drum Circles & music
Talk shows
Cultural Immersions 

 
Our vision

At its core, the Conscious
Festival is a call to action,
inviting participants to
engage in meaningful
dialogue, reflection, and
collaboration. By curating a
diverse array of programs,
from interactive workshops
and panel discussions to
hands-on activities and
immersive experiences, the
festival cultivates a holistic
understanding of
sustainability that
encompasses environmental
stewardship, social justice,
and ethical consumption.
ir flight vehicle, in which the
special geometry of the wing
generates lift. 

Amidst the buzz of activity, the Conscious Festival fosters a sense of community and connection,
where each program serves as a catalyst for positive change and collective empowerment.

into art - kalaDAYO3 DAYO4



Morning Yoga & Meditation 
Masterclass on Conscious
Entrepreneurship
Business Presentations 
Evening - Announcing future projects
and setting up collaborations. 
Talk show 
Live Musical Evening 

Morning Yoga & Meditation
Workshop on Mud House Making 
Workshop on Permaculture 
Workshop on Biophelic Design
Drum Circle 
Live Musical Performance 

Morning Yoga & Meditation
Departure. 

 Business & InnovationDAY 05

Get into action - Final dayDAYO7

DAYO6

Mini Marathon - (Non Mandatory) 
Planting Trees  / Afforestation 

Parallel SessionDAYO6

Sponsorships: By becoming a sponsor, your company will have the opportunity to align its
brand with the values of sustainability, social responsibility, and innovation. Your support
will not only showcase your commitment to environmental and social causes but also
provide valuable exposure to a targeted audience of conscious consumers, thought leaders,
and changemakers.

Pricing    
Cottage / Room stay on twin sharing :  $1500  (early bird offer 1200 USD ) 
Tent / Pod stay on twin sharing : $ 1000, Early bird offer 850 USD
Tent / Pod Single occupancy $ 1500 (Early Bird offer  1250 USD) 

What’s included in the package:   Group airport transfers, 7 day / night Accommodation, daily 3 veg meals
coupons, Participation in all programs. 

Group art projects 
Collaborative murals 
Product stalls 

Other activities & collaborations
Discover meaningful collaboration opportunities at the Conscious Festival! Engage in group art
projects, showcase your services or products at dedicated kiosks, or volunteer in various areas to
showcase your commitment to sustainability and social impact. Join us in creating a
transformative experience for attendees while making a positive difference in the world. Contact
us to learn more about how you can get involved.

Setup Food stalls 
Private Session on healing
Volunteering opportunities

Conscious living



SPIRIT OF THE WILD
International Conscious Festival

OUR TEAM

LOCATION

Meet our Conscious People behind the program

The Conscious Festival in Kerala takes

place amidst the serene beauty of a rural

forest & mountain village, perched on a

private hill at IMark Valley within the

Western Ghats. This festival is a

celebration of mindfulness, sustainability,

and community, set against the backdrop

of one of the most biodiverse regions in

the world.

The venue itself is a testament to the

festival’s ethos, offering a tranquil escape

from the hustle and bustle of city life. The

Western Ghats, a UNESCO World Heritage

site, provide a lush, green canvas for the

festival’s activities. Attendees can immerse

themselves in nature, partake in

workshops and discussions, and connect

with like-minded individuals who share a

passion for conscious living.

www.spiritofthewild.in/festival
hello@spiritofthewild.in

+916282133923


